SureFlo® B-824 Automatic Liquid Soap Dispenser
SUREFlo OFFERS EXQUISITE IN RESTROOM DESIGN INTEGRATION.

SureFlo is appropriate for renovation and new construction because its polished chrome finish reflects design continuity with other restroom accessories and plumbing fixtures. Compare this to the visual assortment of retrofit plastic aftermarket dispensers and accessories, compromising the specifier’s original design aesthetics.

ZERO WASTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY.

Five proprietary 800 ml closed-system soap cartridges hold approximately the same amount of soap as one gallon of bulk jug soap. Elimination of cartridges reduces post-consumer waste by over 57%. Additionally, the wasteful disposal of residual soap remaining in cartridges is estimated at 10%-20% as a result of scheduled maintenance.

TOP-FILLING FOR LABOR COST CONTAINMENT.

Locking cover swivels open and out of the way with a standard Bobrick key revealing an oversize 2” wide fill port designed for easy filling with bulk jug soap. No more costly, awkward under-counter servicing of screw-on cartridges or empty soap vessels, often a laborious task in the dark.
FEWER PARTS FOR EASY INSTALLATION.
Minimal loose parts required for installation saves time and money. Extensively field tested for intuitive design. Tactile references incorporated for error-free manipulation below the counter. Refer to our short 3-minute installation video on bobrick.com for more information (QR link on back page).

SOAP SAVINGS

BULK JUG SOAP FOR SAVINGS OF 80% AND MORE.
SureFlo dispenses economical bulk jug soap available on the open market, works with most formulas and viscosities. Substantially higher-priced proprietary closed-system cartridges only fit the manufacturer’s dispensers, at locked-in prices. ROI for dispenser payback averages one year depending on traffic volume.

HYGIENIC

AUTOMATIC FOR SUPERIOR HYGIENE, REDUCING CROSS-CONTAMINATION.
Electronic Activation System eliminates hand waving and false dispensing. There is no direct contact between the patron and the dispenser, preventing cross-contamination. With the unique portion control feature, 0.4 ml to 3 ml can be dispensed optimizing patron satisfaction and operating budget objectives.

FREEDOM

NON-PROPRIETARY DISPENSER SETS MANAGEMENT FREE.
Freedom from a mixture of plastic products in the restroom. Freedom from costly under-counter, labor-intensive servicing. Freedom from proprietary, closed-system dispensers. Freedom from soap cartridges only available from dispenser manufacturers at locked-in prices. Freedom from 57% post-consumer waste.
LIQUID MODEL B-824

Precise Electronic Activation
Lens filters LED light to minimize false activation.

Improved design and technology increases robustness and reduces seepage from over-filling.

Intuitive components minimize installation complexity saving time & money.

Adjustable Portion Control dial to address patron preferences.

Wide 2” fill port and built-in funnel for easy above-counter filling. Reduces labor, stress and strain. Saves 25% labor with no more bending under the counter to change cartridges.

Four D-cell batteries last for one year and serve 200,000 handwashes.

Optional AC Adapter is kind to the environment and eliminates battery disposal.

Remember to order matching B-8878 Designer Series Polished Chrome Faucet.

Scan this QR square with your smartphone to watch a short, 3-minute installation video.

Questions? Call the SureFlo Automatic Soap Hotline at (833) 874-9434 to speak to a Bobrick representative.
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